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NEW FACULTY FOR ENMU
Miss Ursula Davis, a lyric soprano,
vho has just received her M aster’s D e
cree from M ontana State University
it Missoula, is to he an Instructor in
^oice and do the costuming and ac:ompaning for the Opera Workshop
ji'ogram, replacing Mrs. Johnson. She
las done studio teaching as a Graduate
Assistant and has been Assistant Direc:or of the Opera Workshop productions
it M ontana State the past two years.
M r. Umberson has been selected
co replace M r. Scott as Director of
dhoral Affairs and Director of the
Opera Workshop. He comes to us from
Oeorge Pepperdine College where he
.vas the Choral Director this past year,
after having had six years of very suc
cessful teaching in the high school
choral field in New Mexico. M r. U m 
berson, while on the West Coast this
past year, was a regular member of the
Roger W agner Chorale and sang with
that group in ten performances with the
Los Angeles Symphony as well as ap
pearances with the Philadelphia Sym
phony and other nationally known
organizations.
E N M U has announced the ap
pointment of M r. Howard W hite as
assistant professor in Music Education.
M r. W hite comes here from five years
of teaching in Ottawa University, O tawa, Kansas. He has completed all of
the course work for the Ph. D . Degree
at Kansas University and is writing his
dissertation, which he expects to com
plete sometime during the coming year.
In addition to teaching course work in
Music Education, M r. W hite will do a
limited amount of studio teaching in the
brass field, particularly trumpet, which
is his major instrument.
M r. Dean C. Wilson, from M ichi
gan State University Assistant Pro
fessor in Double Reeds, has had several
years of professional experience as an
Oboist with the Oklahoma City Sym
phony, the San Antonio Symphony and
the Lansing Civic Orchestra. The past
two years M r. Wilson has been a Gradu
ate Assistant at Michigan State where
he has had double reed work and played

PLANNING FOR SWMENC: first row, John Roberts, SWMENC pres., Gerry Ivee, MENC
administrative consultant, Virginia LaPine, supervisor of music Albuquerque, second row,
Dr. Edwin Stein, Dean of the College of Fine Arts, UNM, Dr. Noah Turpin, asst, superin
tendent of Albuquerque Public Schools and local chairman of the SWMENC Convention.

COMPOSERS, ATTENTION
Music by New Mexico composers
is very much wanted for performance
at the N M M T A Convention in N ovem 
ber, 9-12 in Las Cruces. Compositions
for all media are invited provided that
arrangements can be made for per
formers. All entries are to be sent to
president Gillian Buchanan, Eastern
New Mexico University, Portales, N .
M ex. From these a selection will be
made for performance at the N M M T A
Convention in November. It is impor
tant to hear in mind that each compo
ser will be responsible for arranging
for the performance of his work.

oboe with the Faculty Woodwind Q u in 
tet. He also has his course work finished
for the Doctor’s Degree and will be
working on his dissertation.

N M M T A CONVENTION STUDENT
RECITAL
An innovation of the N M M T A
Convention in November will be a stu
dent recital on Saturday afternoon,
November
19, instead of the usual
workshop which this year will be on
M onday, November 21, at the con
clusion of the business of the Conven
tion after the noon luncheon This re
cital will not in any way be competitive
and has no relation to the Student
Audition Concert held on Sunday after
noon. It should be of particular interest
to students, parents, and of course,
the teachers. W e would like to have
E A C H T E A C H E R of N M M T A rep
resented with one or two entries. Each
student entry will receive an award,
and there will be entertainment for
the students after the recital. Also,
on Saturday afternoon in connec(T o Page 9)
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From all reports we are off to a
fine year of music in New Mexico. In
spite of our problems with curriculum
revisions, with over-crowded schedules,
and with budgeting problems, music in
our schools is flourishing and growing
at an unbelievable rate. Credit goes to
the music teacher who faces the “ front
lines” day in and day out fighting the
battle for music throughout the width
and breadth of the state. It is this
teacher who is the true champion for
the future culture o f this nation.
T o implement the effort of the
music teacher we have several splendid
conventions on the books. Thev present
the possibility for being the finest in the
memory of this editor. All needed for
a complete success will be partici
pation and support of all music teachers
public, private, and parochial. The
N M M E A section of the N M E A O cto 
ber’s teacher convention will concen
trate on the Junior high-school music
program. Dr. Lee Kjelson, top-flight
on the junior high-school choral front,
will be on hand for lecture and demon
stration.
Then Gillian Buchanan and all
have “ face-lifted” the annual state con
vention of N M M T A to what promises
to be a very interesting program. New
to the N M M T A will be a non-competi
tive recital. Now is your chance to hear
all levels of talent and new materials.
And then S W M E N C . Your state
officers with John Roberts, S W M E N C
president, have worked overtime to
make the convention next January a
success. Not only a success for the seven
state area, but it was their desire especi
ally to help us with our muuc prob
lems here in New Mexico. This is a
one-time chance to take advantage of
the opportunities offered by this nation
wide organization at close range. Be
sure your community, your school, and
Y O U are on the receiving enc of these
opportunities.

N M M EA

H

PRESIDENT

BENDER

W ith several weeks of school al
ready behind us, it is m y sincere hope
that we have started what will prove
to be a year of great progress and ac
complishment. As individuals in our
respective assignments and as an Asso
ciation no better expression for our
efforts can be found than our motto:
“ For Better Music Education in New
M exico” .
T o music educators new to the
state I extend personally and on be
half of the officers and members of the
New M exico Music Educators Associa
tion a warm welcome to the Land of
Enchantment. I hope during the year
I shall have a chance to meet each of
you. Your membership and participa
tion in our Association are invited.
T o those of you who are back with
us again go my greetings and my best
wishes for another year of rewarding
service. I hope you, too, will join us
again in active N M M E A membership.

A t the risk of being repetitious. I
must emphasize the importance— espe
cially this year— of an active, profes
sional organization with the member
ship, interest, and support of all music
educators in the state. The decision to
have the 1961 meeting of the South
western Division, M usic Educators N a 
tional Conference in Albuquerque is
an honor to us, and undoubtedly will
•prove to be a great boon to music edu
cation in our state. W e in turn have an
obligation to the entire Southwestern
Division in creating a suitable environ
ment in which to hold this biennial
Conference. Therefore, it is m y earnest
jhope this year to have the largest and
most active membership and to have
the attendance of all New M exico
imusic educators at the January meeting.
A t this point I should like to extend
a special invitation to all school admin
istrators to attend, also. I hope our
pnembers will remind and encourage
their principals and superintendents to
participate with us in this important
[event. A piogram is being planned that
twill be helpful and inspirational to
leveryone, and I can report that many
of our own groups will be scheduled to

Now I should like to offer some ex
planation regarding the programs which
have been planned for the music sec
tion meetings during the October N M
E A Convention. Since the junior high
school level is too often a neglected
field in music education, and because
our junior high schools in the state are
increasing in size and numbers, your
officers decided to focus attention upon
the problems of music education that
are particularly unique in those grade
levels. In the past, our programs have
been built around either the elementary
or senior high school problems; con
sequently, we feel that emphasis upon
the junior high school level at this time
is not only fair but needed. Actually,
there is hardly a teacher among us who
does not have some direct interest or
responsibility in the junior high school
program.
In planning these programs and
the arrangements for the All State
Music Clinic, and in formulating the
over-all Association policies, I wish to
stress the fact that your officers and
Board members have been doing their
utmost to serve the interests and needs
of all. It has been our intention to con
centrate on those problems which seem
to be most basic and with which we
are most capable of dealing. During the
months ahead I hope we shall have
your suggestions, constructive criticism,
and your help for “ Better Music Edu
cation in New M exico” .

N M M T A CONVENTIO N
The M usic Teachers National A s
sociation announces the Biennial C on 
vention of its 85th year to be held at
Hotel Sheraton in Philadelphia, Penn
sylvania, from February 25 through
M arch 1, 1961.
Them e for the Convention will be
“ Our American Heritage,” one which
is significantly appropriate to the field
of music and the city where the C on 
vention is to be held. Shorter than in
past years this Convention of the oldest
music organization of its kind in Am eri
ca promises every music teacher three
and one-half days packed full of inspira
tion.
Chairman of the Local Committee
in Philadelphia is Stanley Sprenger,
member of the music faculty at Temple
University. Duane Branigan, Director
of the School of M usic at the University
of Illinois is V ice President of M T N A
in charge of the program.
L aV ahn M aesch, Lawrence C ol
lege Conservatory of Music, Appleton,
Wisconsin, M T N A President for this
biennial will lead the general sessions
at Philadelphia.
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FROM
GILLIAN
BUCHANAN

NMMTA
PRESIDENT

The finale of the 1959-60 activties
of N M M T A and the overture of the
1960-61 activities will be presented at
the Annual Convention November 1921 on the campus of N M S U . Carl
Jacobs and his committee— F. C. Schulmeister, Eloise Daniels and Dr. Irma
Decker, are making wonderful plans
for us. Recalling past conventions in
Las Cruces and at N M S A , we have a
lot in store for an outstanding conven
tion. W ith the state membership the
largest it has ever been, the attendance
at the convention should surpass all
previous records. Elsewhere in this issue
is the condensed program in which will
be noted such high lights as N M S U ’s
gift to the convention the concert by
Ligeti and Eberly of Texas W om an’s
University; a concert featuring New
M exico composers; and a concert by
Colleges and Universities of the state.
O f special interest will be a Recital by
students of N M M T A members from
each district in the state. Besides the
workshop and sectional meeting for
piano teachers there will also be forums
and performances of especially arranged
for voice teachers and choral directors.
The key-note address of the convention
will be given by Blaise Mantandon of
Del M a r College, Corpus Christi, Texas,
President of the Southwestern Division
of the M T N A .
The President and Board of Direc
tors would like to place emphasis upon
the Business Meetings. The thinking of
all members will be needed on such
topics as:
(1 ) Certification rules and regula
tions
(2) Music workshops
(3) Life insurance plan as sponsored
by the M T N A
(4) Local music associations
(5 ) Student affiliate project
(6) Election of Officers
(7 ) etc.
Remember: N M M T A needs you and
you need N M M T A . Show your interest
and attend the Convention.

The FRANK

ADVENTURES

ERICKSON

IN

RHYTHM

BAND BOOK

In Unison and Harmony

CAN NOT

by

BE DESCRIBED

IGOR HUDADOFF

TH E E X C ELLE N C E
----- OF TH E -----

IMPORTANT NOTE: All of the books have four HARMONY
NOTES at the end of each line of PATTERNS with the exception of
the Comet and Clarinet Books. These two books have a double row
of four HARMONY NOTES. Thus, the director can divide his Cor
nets and Clarinets into 1st Cornet, 2nd Cornet, and 1st Clarinet, 2nd
Clarinet, the top notes being assigned to the more experienced players.

ARRANGEM ENTS

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

----- TH E -----

The FIRST STEP is to learn to play each PREPARATORY
RHYTHM PATTERN by itself. Each PATTERN is one measure
long and can be practiced in any of the following ways:

PRACTICAL V A RIETY

1.

Play each PATTERN in UNISON as many times as
desirable.
2. Play several PATTERNS consecutively in UNISON.
3. Play one PATTERN in HARMONY as follows:
a. Substitute the 1st HARMONY NOTE for the UNISON
NOTES in the PATTERN. A certain chord will result.
b. Play the same PATTERN again but substitute the 2nd
HARMONY NOTE for the UNISON NOTES in the
PATTERN. Another chord will result.
c. Play the same PATTERN a third and a fourth time and
substitute the 3rd and 4th HARMONY NOTES for the
UNISON NOTES in the PATTERN. Two more chords
will result.
d. In substituting the four HARMONY NOTES in succes
sion for the UNISON NOTES in the PATTERN, the
BAND will produce a wonderfully effective HARMONIC
CADENCE.
4. Play four different PATTERNS consecutively in HAR
MONY as follows:
a. Substitute
the 1st HARMONY NOTE for the 1st
UNISON PATTERN.
b. Substitute the 2nd HARMONY NOTE for the 2nd
UNISON PATTERN.
c. Substitute
the3rd HARMONY NOTE for the 3rd
UNISON PATTERN.
d. Substitute
the 4th HARMONY NOTE for the 4th
UNISON PATTERN.

OF IT ’S CO N TEN TS

DEFY
DESCRIPTION

SO JU S T SEND
FOR A

FREE
CO NDUCTO R
— OR CO RN ET
OR —
CLA R IN ET

The SECOND STEP is to learn to play the MIXED PAT
TERNS. Each PATTERN is four measures long and can be practiced
in UNISON as written, or in HARMONY by note substitution as
explained in number 4 of the FIRST STEP above.
By playing one
ormore lines of MIXEDPATTERNS
consecutively, the BAND can play 4, 8, 12, or 16 measures as one
exercise.
Size 9 x 12 — Conductor $2.00 Any Other Part 850

Part

Send for a FREE Conductor
or Corner or Clarinet Book

to

BELWIN,
Rockville Centre

Inc.

Long Island

N. Y

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION

Rollie Heltman
Los Alamos
SecretaryTresurer

FINANCIAL REPORT
September 1, 1959 to September 1, 1960
Total Expenditures, September 1, 1959 to September 1, 1960 ------------------------ $ 4,957.49
Total Cash Receipts September 1, 1959 to September 1, 1960 — ------ ----------------- 6701.85
Balance — First National Bank, Belen, N. M., September 1, 1960 ----------------------- 1744.36
Net Gain for year September 1, 1960 to September 1, 1960 ---- -------------------------68.87
Respectfully Submitted
Rollie V. Heltman, Secretary-Treasurer
NM MEA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

GROUND THE HORN
Augusta Spratt of the Artesia Pub
lic Schools has been appointed for a
four year term to the editorial board of
the M usic Educators Journal.
The New M exico Highlands U n i
versity Chorus under the direction of
Mr. Ronald W ynn, and the Band under
the direction of M r. Melvin Hill, gave a
joint concert Thursday, August 11, in
Ilfeld Auditorium. An outstanding sumner chorus presented numbers by Pales
trina, Purcell, M orley, Arne, Vaughn,
Williams and Scott. Tw o first perfor
mances were featured by the band.
First, a new arrangement of the Mozart
Concerto for Horn, K 447, with the ar
ranger, A . Gene Crago, as soloist. The
arrangement was made as part of M r.
Cragos M . A . studies. Secondly, the
band performed the R. S. E. M arch by
Eicholz, a graduate composition major.
Eastern New Mexico University’s
first orchestra concert is to be Nov. 13
featuring Howard Hanson’s Symphony
No. 2 (R om an tic), Op. 30 along with
excerpts from Verdi's Requiem with the
Choral Union participating.
Jack Irwin, formerly of Bowie High
School in El Paso, is the new highschool band and orchestra director in
Alamogordo. The instrumental music
in Chaparral, a new junior-high school
in Alamogordo, will be taught by Clyde
Coburn. Bob Bouma will teach the band
and general music in Central Junior
High-School.
The University of New Mexico
Summer Session Band, conducted by
W m . E. Rhoads, was one of the largest
groups ever to appear on University
Summer Concert fare. The group num
bered 72 and in addition to regular
U N M students, graduates and public
school
teachers
included
members
from approximately 15 different uni
versities over the nation. The band
played four concerts in the New Mexico
Union Ballroom to capacity audiences.
Educational Record Sales, 153
Chambers Street, New York 7, N . Y .,
has compiled a list of the finest avail
able recordings especially selected for
ready integration in the kindergarten to
12th grade school programs. Records
(T o Page 6)

Los Alamos, June 4, 1960, 2:00 p.m.
Members Present:
Kenneth Bender, President, Alamogordo
Norvil Howell, Vice President Band, Clovis
Frank Pinkerton, Vice President Orchestra, Los Alamos
Gene Fields, Vice President Chorus, Raton
Augusta Spratt, Vice President Elementary School Music, Artesia
Rollie V. Heltman, Secretary-Treasurer, Los Alamos
Vannett Lawler, Executive Secretary, MENC (Guest)
Call to Order:
President Bender called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m., and after welcoming Miss
Vanett Lawler, presented the following agenda for consideration:
1. Plans for the Music Section NMEA October Convention
2. Schedule for All-State Music Clinic Auditions.
3. Selection of audition sites and chairmen
4. 1960-1961 membership drive
5. Discussion of plans for 1961 All-State Music Clinic
6. Discussion of plans for 1961 SWMENC meeting
7. Appointment of a research committee
Plans For October Convention:
I t was decided that the Junior High Music Area be the center of emphasis. Program to
be as follows:
Thursday, October 27
9:00 Music—Junior High Performing Group
9:30 Address — Emmitt Shockley, Principal, Gattis Jr. High, Clovis
10:00 Address — Probelms of General Music in Junior High — Dr. Lee Kjelson
11:15 First General Business Meeting — NMMEA
Friday, October 28
1:30 Music — Junior High School Band
2:00 Second General Business Meeting — NMMEA
2:30 1.—Junior High Choral Workship — Dr. Lee Kjelson
2.—Scheduling Music in the Junior High School — Panel Discussion
Justin Bradbury, Moderator, Artesia
Glenn Karlin, Principal, Raton
Marion Hughes, Principal, Alamogordo
Dale Kempter, Albuquerque
Norvil Howell moved the approval of the above program for the Teachers Convention, 1960,
seconded by Augusta Spratt, carried.
All-State Try-Outs:
Audition centers and chairmen were set up as follows:
Dec. 2 Las Cruces. Chairman, Gregg Randall, band
Co-Chairman, Lewis Spencer, vocal
Dec. 3 Artesia.
Chairman, Augusta Spratt, vocal
Co-Chairman, Justin Bradbury, instrumental
Dec. 8 Albuquerque Chairman, Virginia La Pine
Dec. 9 Las Vegas Chairman, Al English, Instrumental
Co-Chairman, Errol Haines, Vocal
Dec. 10 Los Alamos Chairman, Frank Pinkerton, Instrumental
Co-Chairman, Tom Cooley, Vocal
It was moved by Norvil Howell that these dates, centers and chairmen be approved. Seconded
by Frank Pinkerton. Carried.
All-State Organization Rehearsals:
The following tentative schedule for all-state organization rehearsals and certain con
vention programs was established:
Chair position auditions — choral section rehearsals
Jan. 28 12:30
2:00- 5:00 Assembly and Roll Call of All-State groups
7:00- 9:30 Second All-State rehearsal
Jan. 29 1:30- 2:30 Wind Ensemble Demonstration—Frederick Fennell — select
group from All-State Band, Student Union Building
2:00- 5:00 Chorus rehearsal
3:00- 5:00 Band and orchestra rehearsal
Jan. 30 8:30-1L2:00 All-State groups rehearse
1:00- 2:30 Orchestra rehearsal
1:00- 2:30 Band rehearsal
2:30- 3:30 Chorus rehearsal
3:30- 4:30 Orchestra rehearsal
8:00 p.m. All-State Concert
(To Page 6)
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Around The Horn

(From Page 5)

are arranged according to subject areas
and grades. This 48 page catalog is
available without charge to educators
requesting a copy.
A special feature of the Third A n 
nual Summer Festival of the Perform
ing Arts at New M exico Highlands
University was the presentation of
Shakespeare’s “ A Midsummer Night’s
D ream ,” July 26-29 in Ilfeld Auditor
ium. Music for the comedy included
fanfares and a Brass Suite composed
especially for the performance by Dr.
Cham p B. Tyrone. The Brass Suite con
sists of an Intrada, an Allemande, a
Courante, and a Grigue. It was per
formed by the Highlands University
brass quartet under the direction of
M r. Melvin Hill. M r. Ronald W ynn
selected the songs and dances for the
play from the Ravenscroft collection of
Elizabethan music. In addition he
directed the madrigal group in three
madrigals by Morely and Purcell.
The Santa Fe Sinfonietta and
Choral Society board has made its
ninth annual music scholarship award.
The award wil henceforth be known as
the Hans Lange Scholarship and the
first recipient is Richard L. Brewer,
cello major at the University of New
M exico. M r. Brewer’s home is in Santa
Fe where he attended the public schools.
He was a student of Emily Rumold,
string instructor in the Santa Fe Public
Schools. He plays cello in the University
of New Mexico Orchestra and the A l
buquerque Civic Symphony Orchestra.
The 65 piece University of New
M exico Ochestra under the direction
of Dr. Kurt Frederick will present the
following program for the 1960-1961
season.
Sunday, November 6, 8:15 P.M .
Gershwin .................. Piano Concerto
George Robert, soloist
T sch aikow sky......... Symphony No. 4
Sunday, December 11, 8:15 P.M .
Barber ................ Capricorn Concerto
Schoenberg ................ Pierrot Lunaire
Friday, February 24, 8:15 P. M .
B rah a m s................................. Variations
M ozart _______ Divertimento K 131
Beethoven .... Leonore Overture No. 3
Sunday, M a y 21, 8:15 P .M .
Prokofieff
......... Lieutenant Kije
Holst ................................... The Planets
James Whitlow, professor of brasses
at the University of New Mexico has
been appointed state chairman for N a 
tional Association of College W ind and
Percussion Instructors. N A C W P I, a
relatively new group, is active in pro
viding materials and methods. They
will sponsor an important session at
S W M E N C on small ensembles.
(T o Page 16)

NMMEA MINUTES
(From Page 5)
Size of All-State Organization
Approximate limits for All-State groups for 1961 were established as follows: Band—175;
Chorus—450; Orchestra—130. Gene Fields moved that the size of the All-State groups as in
dicated be approved. Seconded by Augusta Spratt. Carried.
Choir Robes:
Mr. Fields presented the proposal of the offer by the Moore Robe Co. to supply Robes
for the All-State Chorus in 1961. Miss Lawler pointed out that the policy of MENC was that
all commercial advertising be confined to exhibit areas or booths. Mr. Howell moved that we
conform with the MENC policy in this matter. Seconded by Augusta Spratt. Carried.
Vocal Try Out Consideration
Mrs. Spratt moved that tape recorders again be used this year for vocal ensemble try-outs,
with the provision that live voices may be used in lieu of the tape recorders, at the discretion
of the Audition Center Chairmen. Seconded by Gene Fields. Carried.
All-State Wind Ensemble:
Mr. Howell moved that the Select Wind Ensemble under the direction of Frederick
Fennell be held Sunday afternoon at 1:30 p.m. till 2:30 p.m. in the Student Union Building.
The Wind Ensemble will be composed of the top students of the All-State Band. Seconded
by Frank Pinkerton. Carried.
All-State Banquet:
The New Mexico Music Educators Association All-State Banquet will be held Sunday
Evening, January 20 from 6:00 to 7:30 p.m. Installation of new NMMEA officers will be held.
Membership Drive 1960-61:
Ronald Wynn was appointed membership chairman by President Kenneth Bender.
Miss Lawler offered the services of the MENC office in compiling an early list of persons
engaged in teaching music in New Mexico.
Research Commtt.ee:
Augusta Spratt moved that a research committee be established for the purpose of
studying such problems as requested by the executive committee. Seconded by Gene Fields.
Carried. President Bender appointed Harold Bumworth, Wagon Mound, Chairman of this
committee.
Meeting was adjourned at 12:00 noon, Sunday, June 5, 1960
Respectfully submitted,
Rollie V. Heltman
N M M E A BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

September 3, 1960
Albuquerque Schools Administration Building
Members Present:
Kenneth Bender, President, Alamogordo
Norvil Howell, Vice President Band, Clovis
Frank W. Pinkerton, Vice President Orchestra, Los Alamos
Gene Fields, Vice President Chorus, Raton
Augusta Spratt, Vice President Elementary School Music, Artesia
Rollie V. Heltman, Secretary-Treasurer, Los Alamos
Jack R. Stephenson, Editor, Albuquerque
R. W. Bouma, District 1, Alamogordo
Tom Braeuer, District 4, Santa Fe
Elmer Henry, District 5, Raton
Virginia La Pine, District 7, Albuquerque
Call to Order:
President Bender called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m., and welcomed all present. The
following agenda was presented:
1. Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting, June 4 & 5
2. Report, NMEA Convention, Music Section Meeting Program, NMMEA President
3. Treasurer’s Report
4. Vice Presidents’ report (Each Vice President is requested to have prepared a
brief written report for the Secretary. Included in this report should be the list
of All State Clinic music.)
5. Annual Financial Report, Editor, NEW MEXICO MUSICAN
6. Report, New Mexico Music Industry Council, Mr. Don Sheet
7. Report on District activities from District Chairmen
8. Approval of all State Music Clinic audition team, audition centers, audition
chairmen, schedule, and registration procedures
9. Report on plans for 1961 SWMENC Meeting
10. Consideration of a NMMEA division for college and university music educators
11. Consideration of possible projects for Research Committee
12. Century Records — Contract 1961
Reading Minutes:
The secretary presented copies of the minutes of the Executive NMMEA Board Meeting
held in Los Alamos, June 4-5, 1960. Mr. Norvil Howell moved the acceptance of the minutes
as read. Itwas seconded by Mr. Frank Pinkerton, and the motion was carried.
Treasurer’s Report
Mr. Heltman, Secretary-Treasurer, presented copies of his annual Financial Report which
covered a period from September 1, 1959, to September 1, 1960. It was pointed out that the
year’s activities had taken a total of $5,026.36. The association spent for clinicians at the
convention and All-State, the audition team, the New Mexico Musician, and other expenses,
$4,957.49, leaving a net gain of $68.87 for the year.
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Secretary Heltman, cautioned that because of reduced income on the account of the
SWMENC coming to Albuquerque in January of 1961, care must be taken in the association’s
spending, or increase the revenue. Mr. Norvil Howell moved we accept the Treasurer’s report
for 1959-1960. It was seconded by Frank Pinkerton, and the motion was carried.
Vote of Thanks:
Mr. Norvil moved that the NMMEA go on record for extending a vote of thanks to Rollie
V. Heltman, NMMEA Secretary-Treasurer, for the tremendous job done in his financial report.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Tom Brauer and carried.
CLINIC FEE 1962:
Mrs. Augusta Spratt moved that the budget item for the clinicians fees for 1962 be set
at a maximum of $1,200 for All-State. It was seconded by Mr. Gene Fields, and the motion
was carried.
Stenographic Help
After some discussion concerning the load of secretarial work to be done in carrying on
the NMMEA affairs, Mrs. Spratt moved that the association furnish the cost of employing
stenographic help for the 1960, October Board Meeting. The motion was seconded by Elmer
Henry, and carried.
Board of Directors
President Bender announced the Board of Directors Meeting would be held at the Albuquerque
Schools Administration Building at 7:30 p.m. on October 26, 1960.
Vice Presidents Reports:
1961 S. W. MENC
Mrs. Virginia La Pine discussed briefly plans for the conference. Mr. John T. Roberts,
President, SWMENC will be in Albuquerque September 11-12 to put the program in final
form. Mrs. La Pine reported there were no definite plans for a New Mexico Culture Program
for the conference. After some discussion, President Bender appointed the following committee
to implement such a program for the 1961 SWMENC convention: Mrs. Augusta Spratt, chair
man; Mr. Jack Stephenson, and Mr. Tom Brauer.
New Mexico Musician Report
Editor-in-chief Jack R. Stephenson reported concerning problems of the magazine in
cluding slow payment by some advertisers. He stated that the last issue of the magazine will
show a small profit and that he hopes to operate in the black from now on. The $400 advanced
to the magazine will be returned as soon as the financial status of the magazine warrants.
Election of District Officers
President Bender recommended that each district organization elect its officers in the
spring of the year to facilitate the operation of the state NMMEA. Also district and clinic dates
should be set so they can be included in several important publications.
Music Industry Council Report
Mr. Don Sheet’s report covering the finances and activity of the Music Industry Council
was presented by secretary Heltman. It was noted that the council activities for 1960-1961
would be limited because of the SWMENC convention. Mr. Frank Pinkerton moved the ac
ceptance of the report. Seconded by Norvil Howell and carried.
Audition Centers and Team
President Bender presented copies of the All-State audition team, audition center chair
man and procedures. Mr. Norvil Howell moved ihe acceptance of the audition team members,
center chairman and procedures be approved or presented with the provision that substitutions
or changes may be made as circumstances may required. Seconded by Bob Bouma-carried.
North West District Audition Center
President Bender announced that he had reached an agreement with Angelo Turano,
district chairman, that the N. W. District will assume the responsibility of the cost of the
audition team coming to the Farmington area for the All-State auditions.
College Music Department Division NMMEA
After some discussion as to the desirability of a college music section as a part of the
NMMEA for better liason in the development of music education in New Mexico, Mrs.
Augusta Spratt moved that the NMMEA Board of Directors invite the music personnel of the
music departments of the universities of New Mexico to form an organized group or section
which would become an official part of the NMMEA. Seconded by Bob Bouma-carried.
All-State Open Rehearsal
Mr. Gene Fields moved that it be recommended to John T. Roberts, President, SWMENC,
that the open rehearsal sessions of the all-state groups for directors be scheduled for Monday
morning rather than Monday afternoon, as the latter rehearsals are perfunctory and would
not be of as immediate interest to our directors as the former rehearsals. Seconded by Norvil
Howell-carried.
Century Records Request for Contract 1961
Century Records Co. requested to renew last years contract again for the recording of
the 1961 all-state concert on the same basis and guarantees. Mr. Gene Fields moved the ac
ceptance of the same contract and conditions as prevailed last year for the recording of the
all-state concert, January 31, 1961. Seconded by Bob Bouma-carried.
Research Committee
President Bender lead a discussion about possible projects the research committee,
under the chairmanship of Harold Burnworth, should consider for study. The following pro
jects were suggestd:
1. Information in the form of a brochure to be presented to guidance people throughout
the state schools to help them in counseling students.
2. A study of the number and reasons for music personnel leaving the profession.
3. Is music an intergal part of the curriculum in New Mexico Schools?
Adjournment
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NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST and LARGEST
Music Store
Band Instruments—

Pianos—

Selmer
Olds
Slingerland
Wm. Lewis
Haynes

Steinway
Sohmer
Story and Clark
Wurlitzer

ORGANS
LO W R E Y — W U RLITZER

Home of Everything Musical!

R IED LIN G M U SIC C O .
New Address: 610 Central Ave., S.W .
Phone C H ap el 3-5558

Albuquerque, New Mexi:o

YOU CAN RAISE *500 OR MORE
IN 6 DAYS THIS EASY WAY
Sell fam ous Mason Candies
and in 4 to 1 5 days your group
can make $ 3 0 0 to $ 2 5 0 0 .
For complete information fill in and mail us the
coupon shown. If you decide to go ahead you
don’t risk a cent,—you pay nothing in advance.
We supply on consignment your choice of
FOUR VAR IETIES of famous Mason Candy.

At no extra charge each package is wrapped
with a band printed with your organization’s
name and picture. You pay after you have sold

Mr. Edwin Stoye, Dept,

n e

- io

the candy and return what you don’t sell. Candy

Mason, Box 549, Mineola, N. Y.

is sold at less than regular retail price. You

Gentlemen: Please send me,

can make $12.00 on every 30 sales of our $1.00
box (6 6 % % profit to you on cost). There’s no
M A SO N ’S PROTECTED FUND

Address______
Organization__

without obligation, information

Phone________

on your Fund Raising Plan.

City_____________________

risk! You can’t lose. Mail in coupon today for
information about

Name_________
Age if under 21.

State

l_

J

RAISING DRIVES.

Mason Candies, Inc., Mineola, L. I., N. Y.
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ORCHESTRA DIVISION . . .
N M M T A Recital

KURT
FREDERICK
Assoc. Editor
of Orchestra

NBA and NSOA
N B A was founded on September
11th by a large group of band directors
meeting at the Sherman Hotel in Chi:ago. After adopting a constitution, they
sleeted the following officers to serve
until the general election in December,
which will be held at the Midwest
National Band Clinic: A1 G. Wright,
John P. Paynter, Carroll H . Copeland,
Nilo W . Hovey, and David C. M c C o r
mick.
N B A is a non-profit educational
corporation with no membership re
strictions. One of its major purposes is
“ to provide a national voice fostering
the continuing development of bands
and band music, and to promote the
musical and educational significance of
bands.”
A Charter Certificate, large and
suitable for framing, will be mailed to
each member joining N B A this year.
Since there are no membership restric
tions. your students may belong.
Membership in the National Band
Association (N B A ) includes a sub
scription to The Instrumentalist, you or
your students may prefer to join N B A .
Th e National School Orchestra
Association is a similar organization to
N B A , for orchestra directors and others
interested in orchestras. As with N B A ,
the N S O A membership fee includes a
subscription to The Instrumentalist. In
addition, N S O A provides at least 5
issues of the N S O A Bulletin (mailed
to N S O A members only).
N S O A has no membership restric
tions. Your string majors and future
orchestra directors may prefer to join
N S O A and to receive a personal sub
scription of The Instrumentalist and
the N S O A Bulletin rather than a group
subscription to the former.
Both N B A and N S O A have the
same membership fee. Individual —
$6.00 for one year. Do not send your
membership monies to The Instrumen
talist, but to:
M r. Nilo W . Hovey, N B A Treasurer
1110 N . M ain Street
Elkhart, Indiana
M r. Orville Dally. N S O A Treasurer
614 W . High Street Bryan. Ohio

F rom Page 1

tion with the recital we hope to have
a representative from the Texas Music
Teachers Association tell us in detail
about their plan of Student Affiliation.
This recital is open to any student
of a teacher who is a member in good
standing of N M M T A .
The student
shall be of school age, including first
grade through High School, and must
have studied a minimum of six months
with the teacher entering him.
The length of the composition
shall be not less than thirty-two meas
ures and not more than three minutes
duration.
The type of entry will consist of
solo, or ensemble. This can include
voice, or any instrumental music.
Selections should be of the roman
tic or classical period, or from the works
of recognized contemporary composers.
Please send to the committee as
soon as possible, and not later than
October 15th, your selections for this
recital. In case of duplications the first
entry received will have consideration
over later entries in order to avoid
duplication on the program.
Also, included in the program is a
“ Q uiz” which more or less will be taken
frem “ Keyboard, Jr.” This will be in
two age groups, grade school (1st to
6th grades) and Junioir and Senior
High School. Each participant will
receive an award with special first
awards going to winners of each age
group. Any teacher participating will
be sent a sample list of questions that
will be used in the Student Affiliate
Quiz. For this Convention, this “ Q uiz”
will be more or less conducted like a
spelling bee.
Please send the committee any sug
gestions that you have to offer. W e are
just beginning this program and we
need your help. W ith your help this
program will be one of the highlights of

FRANK
PINKERTON
Vice-President
Orchestra

FROM THE EDITOR
ALL STATE ORCHESTRA
Dr. Stanley Chappie, Director of
the School of Music at the University
of Washington, has agreed to return to
New M exico to be clinician for the
1961 All-State Orchestra. The follow
ing program has been selected after
consultation with Dr. Chappie and
several orchestra directors here in New
M exico:
C A P R IO L S U IT E for Strings,
Nos. 1-2-5-6, W orlock, (Broude
Bros.)
S Y M P H O N Y No. V , first m ove
ment, Tchaikowsky,
(Broude
Bros.)
W A L K T O T H E P A R A D IS E
G A R D E N , Delius (Broude Bros)
F IN A L E of the “ F IR E B IR D
S U IT E , Stravinsky (K alm us)
M a y ’s Music Com pany at A lbu
querque has agreed to stock the above
numbers ahead of time so that teachers
may have quick service in procuring
them. M a y ’s stock, however, will be
confined to the approximate instru
mentation of the All-State Orchestra.
Directors wishing to order full sets may
have to wait a little longer than those
ordering only specific parts.
— Frank Pinkerton
the 1960 Convention.
Mrs. Helen Cooper
3300 San Pedro, N E
Mrs. Byrdis Danfelser
123 Broadway, SE
Albuquerque, New M exico

RESEARCH IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Universities and Colleges of New Mexico
January 1, 1960 through September 1, 1960
University of New Mexico
Bullock, Bruce, Farmington, Reference Sources in Music Libraries, graduate problem
Bullock, Dorothy, Farmington, An Outline of the Humanities—A Source Book to Aid
Teachers in Correlating Music, Art, Literature, Science and Socio-Economics
in Western Civilization, master thesis
Eichman, Nathan, Analysis of Hvmn Text and Music, 1600-1900, graduate problem
Heade, Gerald A., Grants, Orientation and Recruitment of Instrumental Students in
Grades Four - Eight, graduate problem
Lipka, Ronald C., Los Alamos, Clarinet Reeds and Mouthpieces—Their Selection, Adjust
ment and Care, graduate problem
Meadows, Robert A., Albuquerque, A Study of the Operation of an Over-All Music Pro
gram Through an Elementary, Junior High, and High School of the Albuquer
que Public Schools, graduate problem
Pinkerton, Frank W., Los Alamos, A Comparative Investigation of Three Music Aptitude
Tests, graduate problem
Pinkerton, Frank W., Los Alamos, Selecting Students for the Public School Instrumental
Music Program, masters thesis.
-9

STATE AUDITIONS FOR NMMTA STUDENT CONCERT
Each district vice-president will hold auditions for his district during the week of October
15, in order that the results will be in the hands of the state chairman by October 24. The
State Auditions will be held in Albuquerque on Sunday afternoon, October 30. Contact your
district vice-president for information and details.
Vice-presidents and their respective districts are as follows:
Mrs. Gwen Dawson, Box 687, Gallup New Mexico
Vice-President Northwest District, including Aztec, Farmington, Cuba, Flora Vista,
Gallup Grants, etc.
Dr. Champ B. Tyrone, Highland University, Las Vegas, New Mexico
Vice-President Northeast I, including Chamas, Clayton, Las Vegas, Los Alamos,
Raton, Santa Fe
Mrs. Ruth (Hugh) Jones, Box 632, Clovis, New Mexico
Vice President Northeast II, including Clovis Elida, Fort Sumner, Melrose, Portales,
Santa Rosa, Tucumcari, etc.
Mrs. Frances C. Culpepper, 1017 North Guadalupe, Carlsbad, New Mxico
Southeast Vice-President, Artesia, Carlsbad, Eunice, Lovington, Hobbs, Roswell,
Tatum, etc.
Prof. F. C. Schulmeister, 1501 Andrews Ave., Las Cruces, New Mexico
Vice-President Southwst District including Alamogordo, Carrizozo, Cloudcroft,
Deming, Las Cruces, Lordsburg, Ruidoso, Silver City, T. or C., Tularosa, etc.
Mrs. Helen (V. W.) Cooper, 3300 San Pedro, NE, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Vice-President Central District including Albuquerque, Belen, Jemez Springs,
Moriarity, Mountainair, Los Lunas, Sandoval, Socorro, etc.
NEW MEXICO MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOCIATION ANNUAL NMMTA
JUNIOR-SENIOR CONTEST
Rules:
1. Only students of teachers in good standing in NMMTA are eligible to enter. Any winner
will not be eligible to compete in the same category a second time. As stated in our
code of ethics no teacher shall enter a student unless said student has been studying
with him (or her) a minimum of six months.
2. Eligible students shall compete in two age groups which are as follows:
Juniors: 7th, 8th, and 9th grades in school.
Senior: 10th, 11th, and 12th grades in school.
3. Students may enter in Voice, Piano, Strings, Woodwind, Brass or any other recognized
standard musical instrument, in solo or ensemble.
4. Students may enter more than one category if they so desire within their own age group.
5. One winner from each category entered will be chosen to compete in State Auditions.
An alternate will also be chosen.
6. One winner from each category of each age group in State Auditions will be chosen
to perform at the NMMTA State Convention. Alternates will be chosen to perform in
the event winners cannot appear.
7. District Auditions will be held by your District Vice-President, and all results shall
be in the hands of the State Chairman no later than October 24, 1960.
8. State Auditions will be held in Albuquerque on Sunday, October 30, 1960. (District
winners will be notified immediately as to time and place of Auditions.)
9. There will be a $1.00 entry fee for each contestant.
10. Judges will be chosen to serve in each category entered. All judges will judge all
entries.
11. Entrants will choose one number and one reserve number, each not to exceed seven
minutes. Solo numbers will be memorized in ALL cases. Infringement of this rule will
automatically lead to disqualification.
12. Judges will reserve the right to declare NO WINNER if performance is not considered of
sufficient high quality for age group.
13. No expenses to Convention or State Auditions will be paid by the Association. Each
entrant must be prepared to defray his own expenses.
14. State winners concert will be given at the State Convention in Las Cruces, on Sunday,
November 20th at 2:00 P.M.
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New Fabrics by MOORE
Lightweight and colorfast . . .
modern, new fabrics for showman
ship and sparkle. Completely new
line of styles for youngster:, too.
Ask for style and fabric catalogs.

E. R. MOORE CO.
OF CALIFORNIA
1641 N. Allesandra St.
Phone DUnkirk 7-3205
Los Angeles 26, Calif..
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219 Main St. — Tel. POrter 3-5041
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Band & Orchestra Instruments
P ian o s—O r g a n s —R e co rd s—S h e et M usic & M ethod Books
YOUR MAIL ORDERS WILL BE GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE
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NEW MEXICO MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
NMMTA GAINS IN MEMBERSHIP
CONVENTION CONCERT
T. W. Eberly

Desire Legeti

Pianist

Bass-Baritone
from

Texas Womens University
Denton, Texas
NMMTA STATE CONVENTION
New Mexico State University — November 19-21, 1960
S A T U R D A Y , November 19
Registration and Coffee
8:00 a.m.
9 :0 0 - 12:00
Piano Workshop— Co-sponsored by the National Guild of
Piano Teachers
Clinician and Concert Pianist:
Dalies Franz, University of Texas
Assisted by James Dick, University of Texas
Student Affiliate Quiz
11:00 - 12:00
Student Luncheon
12:00 noon
N M M T A K ick -O ff Luncheon
12:00 noon
Student Affiliate Recital and Presentation of Quiz Awards
1:30 p.m.
Coke Party honoring students
3:00
(Parents and teachers invited)
Panel Discussion— “ W hat the Student Affiliate Program
3:00
Can Do for N M M T A and New M exico”
— by Representatives from the Texas Music Teachers
Association
Lecture-Demonstration: “ The German Leider”
4:00
by Jane Snow, University of New Mexico
Mexican Dinner — La Posta, Mesilla Park
6:00
Concert— Desire Ligeti, bass-baritone
8:00
accompanied by T . Wilgus Eberly
Texas Womans University, Denton, Texas
Following Concert — Tertullia at home of M r. and Mrs. Carl Jacobs
S U N D A Y , Novem ber 20
Breakfast and Formal Opening of Convention
8:30
Dalies Franz, University of Texas
Concerto For Piano — Katchiturian
Concerto No. 4 — Beethoven
National Piano Guild Luncheon
12:00 noon
Recital by Junior-Senior Students Contest Winners
2:00 p.m ..
General Session and Business Meeting
Address: Blaise Montandon, Del M a r College,
Corpus Christi Texas, President Southwestern Division,
M TNA
Concert by New M exico Colleges and Universities
Banquet
6:00
Concert featuring New M exico Composers
8:00
M O N D A Y , November 21
General Session and Business Meeting
9:00 a.m.
Piano Panel: by State Piano Committees
Norma Larson, Albuquerque, Chairman
‘Released School Time for Private Music Lessons”
(1
( 2 ) “ Take Advantage of Cooperation Between Private
Teachers and Those Engaged in the Music Education
Program of the Schools”
(3: “ Parent-Teacher-Pupil Cooperation”
Voice Panel: Problems Common to Both the Private Voice
Teacher and Public School V ocal Director —
by State Voice Committee, Charles Davis and Jane Snow,
Co-Chairmen
“ Evaluation” Luncheon
12:00
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The N M M T A is one of the five
state associations of the Music Teachers
National Association which had a gain
in membership in 1959-60. New M e x 
ico’s goal is to continue to grow. This
can be done only in two ways— (1 ) to
maintain the present membership and
(2) to gain new members. Each present
member has a vital part in accomplish
ing an increased membership not only
by paying 1960-61 dues promptly to
state treasurer but also by recruiting
new members. Please send names and
addresses of prospective members to the
district Vice President or to the State
Vice President, Mrs. Ethel W inn, 165
Vineyard Rd., N. W ., Albuquerque

MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR
MTNA NATIONAL COVENTION
Carl Jacobs, the local Conven
tion chairman, has submitted the fol
lowing list of Motels in Las Cruces.
Nearest the L’ niversity Campus:
Bel Air Motel, 1625 S. M ain
Bruce Motel, 800 S. Main
Kilby Motel, 1045 S. Main
Mission M otel, 1765 S. M ain
(Transportation will be available
from Mission Motel to University
Campus)
Villa M otel, 1785 S. Main
Dunes M otel, South on Truck Pass
Sands M otel, 1655 S. Main
M idtow n:
Broadway Court, 450 W . Picacho Ave.
Opposite end of town but very good
(Deming Road)
Holiday Inn, 2155 W . Picacho Ave.
Las Cruces Travelodge, 755 N. Seventh
Neff Motel, 1409 W . Picacho
Palma M otor Hotel, 2405 W . Picacho
Paradise Motel, West of Las Cruces

ARE YOU A CERTIFIED PRIVATE
MUSIC TEACHER
Parents carefully choose private
music teachers for their children. They
want the best and the best is the teacher
who meets the N M M T A certification
requirements.
These
requirements,
which are comparable with those in
other states, are having a tremendous
influence on the raising of standards of
private music instruction in Newr M e x 
ico.
New Mexico Music teachers who
have met these certification require
ments invariably have a place of pres
tige in their profession. One of the most
important requirements is that of con
tinued musical growth. Therefore, all
certified teachers are urged to keep
their certificate up-to-date by filing ad
ditional credits with the Certification
Secretary, Mrs. Cecelia Case, 2623 Gen.
Arnold, N .E ., Albuquerque.

PROCEDURES AND DUTIES FOR AUDITION CENTER CHAIRMEN
ALL STATE MUSIC CLINIC AUDITIONS
December, 1960
Audition center chairmen are to:
1. Get from local superintendent approval for use of necessary physical facilities and
staff, with the understanding that all local expenses are the responsibility of the local
center.
2. Provide the following facilities:
a. Four rooms with piano for choral auditions.
b. Six rooms with music stand for instrumental auditions.
c. Each of the ten rooms should have a desk, or a table and a chair.
3. Provide (a) monitor for each audition room and (b) an audition room chairman to
facilitate keeping auditions on schedule.
4. Send registration and audition forms to each school in the audition area at least four
weeks before the schedule auditions.
“The NMMEA Secretary-Treasurer shall send registration audition blanks to the
audition center chairman six weeks prior to the scheduled auditions.” (Page four,
NMMEA Official Handbook)
5. From the returned registration information, set up a schedule for each school and
each student, and send the complete schedule to each school at least one week before
the scheduled auditions.
6. Collect audition fee from each student and turn in total amount collected at the
audition center to the audition team chairman who, in turn, is to pay all monies
collected to the NMMEA Treasurer.
7. Send the center audition schedule to the audition team chairman at least one week
prior to the schedulel auditions. (For the 1960 auditions, the team chairman is Dr.
Champ Tyrone, Music Department Head, New Mexico Highlands University, Las
Vegas, New Mexico.)
AUDITION CENTERS
After a thorough review of all possible conflicts with other activities, the teaching
schedule and transportation requirements of the auditioners, and the amount of time needed
for preparation of All State Clinic music, the following schedule for the All State Music
auditions was found to be the only practical one and was approved by the NMMEA Executive
Committee:
Place
Chairman & Co-Chairman
Date
December
Las Cruces
Gregg Randall, Lewis Spencer
December
Artesia
Augusta Spratt, Justin Bradbury
December
Albuquerque
Mrs. Virginia La Pine
December
Las Vegas
Earl Haines
December
Farmington
Angelo Turano
December 10
Los Alamos
Frank Pinkerton, Tom Cooley
Recommended Audition Team
Chairman: Champ Tyrone, New Mexico Highlands University
Co-Chairman: Ronald Wynn, New Mexico Highlands University
Tenor & Basses: Ronald Wynn
Sopranos: Carl Jacobs, New Mexico State University
Altos: Charles Davis, University of New Mexico
Flutes & Saxophones: Melvin A. Hill, New Mexico Highland University
Clarinets: William Rhoads, University of New Mexico
Double Reeds, Percussion, and
Alto & Bass Clarinets: A. A. Parotti, New Mexico Western College
Comets, Trumpets & Horns: Champ Tyrone
Low Brasses: Merle Hogg, Eastern New Mexico University
Strings: Jack Stephenson, University of New Mexico
HOME OWNED t

CLOVIS BAND AT UNM
The fine Clovis Wildcat Marching
Band entertained 24,000 people at the
dedicatory ceremonies of the new U n i
versity of New M exico football stadium.
The U N M Band had just completed
registration on the 17th of September
and was unable to perform at the pre
school football game. The Clovis Band
under the direction of M r. Norvil H o 
well (N M M E A Veep of Band) accepted
the invitation to perform and prepared
a special show for this occasion. Using
an election year theme, the band formed
a train engine (complete with C 0 2
smoke), V O T E , N O V 8, a reversible
U N M in addition to some precision
maneuvers. This was the largest crowd
ever to witness an athletic event in New
M exico and the Clovis Band was the
first New M exico Band to perform for
such a huge audience in New Mexico.
Band members were the guests of
the University Athletic Department and
the U N M Band. All who viewed the
performance were high in their praise
of this fine bc>n4
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NEW MEXICO EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
THE BASSOON EMBOUCHURE

STATE CONVENTION — MUSIC SECTION
Highland High School — October 18
W E D N E SD A Y, October 26
7:3C p.m. N M M E A Board Meeting
Board of Education Building, 724 Maple, S.E.
rHURSEAY, October 27
7:3C a.m. American String Teachers Association Meeting
Breakfast (placed to be announced)
8:00 a.m. Registration
Highland High School
8:45 a.m. Concert
Jackson Junior High-School Chorus, Albuquerque
George Collaer, director
Highland High-School Library
9:15 a.m. Address
Dr. Lee Kjelson, Alameda State College, Hayward, California
Topic: Problems of General Music in the Junior High School
Highland High-School Library
10:00 a.m. Concert
Jefferson Junior High-School Orchestra, Albuquerque
Les Somerville, director
Highland Pligh-School Library
10:30 a.m. Address
Emmitt Shockley, principal, Gattis Junior-High School, Clovis
11:15 a.m. First Business Meeting
Meeting of Audition Team for All-State
8:00 p.m.
Room 19, music building, Universitv of New Mexico
F R ID A Y , October 28
1:30 p.m. Concert
Wilson Junior High-School Band, Albuquerque
Kenneth Anderson, director
Highland High-School Library
2:00 p.m. Second Business Meeting
2:30 p.m. Junior High-School Choral Workshop
Clinician: Dr. Lee Kjelson
Chorus: composite chorus of junior high-school students
throughout the state
Place: Highland High-School Library
2:30 p.m. Symposium
Topic: Scheduling Music in the Junior High-School
Panel: Justin Bradbury, moderator— Artesia Public Schools
Marion Hughes, Alamogordo Public Schools
Glenn Karlin, Raton Pubic Schools
Dale Kempter, Albuquerque Public Schools

by J A M E S T H O R N T O N
University of New M exico
The correct grip on the reed by
the lips of a bassoonist can transform
the tone from one of dullness to a
sound that is resonant and beautiful.
So many young bassoonists play with
the lips too far over the teeth and with
the teeth pressing against the lips. The
desirable bassoon embouchure is very
simple: the teeth are pulled apart, the
lips remain straight and firm and the
top lip is placed almost to the first wire
with the bottom lip slightly back of the
wire.
The teeth when pulled apart,
eliminate the tendency to “ bite’’ the
reed. The teeth then act as a supporting
column for the lips which remain
straight and firm. Also, when the teeth
are free of the lips, it is possible to pull
the jaw down thus increasing the size
of the resonance chamber. This is im
portant in changing the color and pitch
of the tone.
The lips rest firmly on the reed.
O f course, a slight amount of lip turns
under on the reed but the teeth are not
there to cause unnecessary biting. The
lips serve two very important functions.
They close to prevent the air from
leaking, but more important they serve
as a cushion which actually takes out
the harshness of the reed. This can be
demonstrated simply by forming a very
loose embouchure around the reed and
blowing without any cushion at all.
Even a good reed will sound strident or
harsh with this kind of grip. It is im
portant to work at the idea of the cush
ion in the very first lessons.
(T o Page 15)

OUR “PERSON TO PERSON” PROGRAM
H a ve vou heard about our personalized service? If yo u knew ab ou t it, d ou btless y o u w ou ld w ant to share in it w ith the m any grateful
directors everyw h ere w h o do. W h y not start n o w ? G e t started w ith our C h ristm as suggestions. W r ite im m ed iately for the Christm as
C h oral Brochure. Free sam ples o f outstanding m aterial are available, if y o u do.
If you w ant Band M u sic, write for free scores o f exceptional n e w m aterial:
S U P E B B A N D B O O K — R ed M c L e o d . F ifteen m elodies scored esp ecially for y o u n g bands. A ll instrum ents have solo parts plus either
duet, t'io, quartet, or rhythm part. Parts $ 0 .5 0 C onductor Score — $ 1 .2 5
4 and 20 S P O R T U N E S — T e d M esan g. H is four fu ll-le n gth m arches plus tw enty original tim e-ou t tunes. Ideal for indoor or ou td oor
events. Parts $ 0 .5 0 C on du ctor Score $ 1 .2 5
SP IR IT O F C A N A V E R A L — F loy d Barnard. C oncert M arch for C lass C and B band s. R ich, full instrum entation and interesting to
perform. F u ll Band $ 5 .0 0 Sym phon ic B and $ 7 .0 0
ST A R S A N D S T A T E S — R alph W illia m s. A n exciting new concert n um b er for b a n d ; b an d and chorus; b an d , chorus, and orchestra,
or chorns alone. Patriotic, w ith a m o d e m sound. F ull Band $ 4 .0 0 ;
Sym phonic Band $ 6 .0 0 ; Choral O c ta v o N o . 6 4 5 .2 5 .
T h e lalter tw o num bers are available on recording (S M C 101)

Personal

R em inder

Send your request for free
m aterial now .

SCHMITT, HALL & McCREARY COM PANY
Park A v e n u e at Sixth Street, M in n e a p o lis 15, M in n .
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BASIC COURSE IN MUSIC

by Rensirv

A complete text for all general music classes. Building a background for the greater enjoyment of rrusic.
The great composers and their masterworks.
Profusely illustrated with charts—pictures of musicians and musical instruments. Suggested composers'
concerts-songs to sing. Numerous work sheets on notation-musical instruments-styles and periocs of
music-opera, etc.
Students Book: List price $1.00

★

Answer Book: List price $4.00

BAND READER

by Freem an-W hitrey—

A supplement for any elementary method.
The “ FREEMAN-WHITNEY BAND READER” provides elementary material to augment the study of any
method book. All exercises and melodies are original, designed to meet the immediate vocabulary o1 the
student. Sufficient material has been included on each level to insure note reading rather than rote playing.
Published for Flute-Db Piccolo-Bb Clarinet-Eb Alto Clarinet-Bb Bass Clarinet-Oboe-Bassoor-Eb
Alto Saxophone-Bb Tenor Saxophone-Eb Baritone Saxophone-Bb Cornet-Trombone-Baritone Treble Clef
-Baritone Bass Clef-Eb Horn-F Horn-Bass (Tuba)-Drums-Conductor’s Score.
Instrument Books: List price $1.00

★

COLLEGE SONGS FOR SCHOOL BANDS

Conductor’s Score: List Price $4.00

Arranged by Paul Yoder. Quickstep Size.-

27 of the top College songs in the country, arranged for 33 separate instrument books.
Instrument Books: List price 50$

Conductor’s Score: List price 42.00

BIG (fi) BAND BOOK

Arranged by Philip J. Lang. Quickstep Size, - j

A collection of popular standard songs. Easy keys—Complete instrumentation—Rehearsal numbers-Balaiced
program material for basketball games, parades, football games, concerts and events.
Instrument Books: List price 500

DIXIELAND BAND BOOK

Conductor’s Score: List price 42.00

Arranged by Philip J. Lang. Quickstep S iz e r

The sensational collection of 14 authentic Dixieland songs containing BASIN STREET BLUES, HIGH
SOCIETY, COPENHAGEN, KANSAS CITY STOMP, MILENBERG JOYS, and also including Dixieland fan
fares and vamps for large and small bands and Dixieland groups.
Instrument Books: List price 500

^

Conductor’s Score: List price 42.00

CHORAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR SATB

Selected by Walter Ehret.~

A program of ten outstanding works of medium grade appropriate for high school, community and college
groups. Includes folk, standard, sacred and novelty material good for all seasons and occasions.
______________________________________________________________ ★ ____________________________________________ List price: 41.00
May be purchased through our agent and depository
May’s M usic Co., Inc., 5 1 4 West Central Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
r » i s

4 c

31 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

Bassoon

BAND DIVISION

REPORT OF BAND VICE PRESIDENT
I.

1961 NEW MEXICO ALL-STATE BAND Program
DR. FREDERICK FENNELL, Conducting
MARCH “RIFLE REGIMENT” - John Phillip Sousa ____________ _______ Fischer
SUITE NO. 1 IN E FLAT MAJOR, OPUS 32 - Gustav Holst ___ . Boosey-Hawkes
BALLET MUSC FROM “PINEAPPLE POLL” - Arthur Sullivan,
Arr. by Charles Mackerras ---------------------------------- Chappell
BEGUINE FOR BAND - Glen Osser __ ___________ __________ Ed. Mus. Service
PIECES OF EIGHT — Joseph Jenkins, Jerome Neff ------------------------------- Presser

II.

I would like to recommend two excellent recordings by the North Texas State
College Concert Band under the direction of Maurice McAdow. These long-play 12”
recordings can be ordered through the Music Department, North Texas State College,
Denton, Texas.

III.

As many of you know our annual New Mexico Music Education Association meeting
and All-State Clinic will be held this year in conjunction with the Southwestern Divi
sion Meeting of the MENC. The dates for this important convention are January 2730, in Albuquerque on the University of New Mexico campus.
May I urge each of you, as band directors in your respective schools, to meet with other
music teachers (Elementary, Band, Orchestra and Choral) and urge them to attend
the convention. This is the first time New Mexico has been chosen for the SWMENC
site and it is most important that we have a large attendance, especially from New
Mexico.

IV.

For directors interested in precision marching, I would like to recommend several
books by Cassavant published by Southern Music Company in San Antonio.

V.

NMMEA president, Kenneth Bender, will undergo major surgery in Providence
Hospital, El Paso, Texas, September 26. Your cards and letters will certainly help in
his recovery.

VI. Listed below are several important matters concerning the All-State Band which you
should keep in mind.
1. From the NMMEA Handbook
5. c. (1) The Instrumental Audition
a. Each student may be asked to play something which he has prepared: solo,
etude, or band or orchestra composition. He shall then be asked to sight-read
material provided by the auditioner. Auditions may also include diatonic and
chromatic scales and various arpeggios at the discretion of the auditioner. No
student should be permitted to audition unless he or she can play with facility in
the Rubank Advanced Method or similar material.
2. The audition fee for the All-State Band is 500 per entry. A check or money voucher
should be sent in with the entry blanks.

From Page 13)

Placing the top lip to the first wire
gives the player maximum vibration
from the blades. By placing the lower lip
slightly further back the player will
have better control of the reed when
the jaw is moved up or down to favor
pitch or color.
The embouchure described, has
all the advantages of freedom, flexibility
and endurance while the embouchure
in which the teeth are covered by the
lips eliminates at once the possibility of
varying the resonance chamber, sensi
tive cushioning and the assurance of
endurance.
A student can be changed to this
embouchure in a very short time and
the noticeable advantages can be demonstated in one lesson.

HIGH REGISTER FINGERING
FOR THE BASSOON
The chart below is offered for the
use of bassoon students. These finger
ings are usually the best choice for tone
and pitch. The use of the wing keys
(octave keys) for A on the top line
up to the next D is strongly recom
mended. This device is generally om itted on fingering charts.

A
Bb
B
C

123, 12 (Top
line of staff
WK 2
123, 12 Bb (T)
WK 3
123, 1
WK 3
123
WK 4

c # 123, 23 F
WK 1
12
WK 4
D # 12, 123

D

13, 123*
E
F
13, 12
F # %23, 12Bb
(T)*
G

%23, 1 Bb

or
or

G # %23, 13 Bb

^ 23, 13 Bb
(T)*
WK 1-2
A # %23, 12 F*
WK 1-2
12, 12 F
B
WK 3-4
1, 12 F*
C
WK 3-4
(Third space
treble clef)
c # 13, 13 Low E
WK 3-4
D
3, 3 F
WK 3-4
D # F # trill-3,
WK 3-4
3 F*
23, 123
E
WK 1
2, 123 Ab*
F
2, 123 Ab*
F
WK 1
F # 12, 1*
WK 2
1 *
G
WK 2
A

Register for NMMEA and MENC

Note: WK (wing key) on the wing joint,
played with LH thumb, numbered from
lowest key on joint. Do not count the whis
per key. WK 4 is not found on all bassoons.
In this case use only WK 3

Home Address ---- ---- --------------- ---- —---- --------------- ------------------------------------------ ----—

* From E above staff to top of range
use Low Eb key on all tones. This is im
portant.
(T) Indicates thumb. F # triller is located
between 1st and 2nd fingers on left hand.

Teaching Position ------------------------- ------------------- --- --------------------------- -------------------—
[Fee: $8.00. Membership for NMMEA and MENC. Includes Music Educators Journal and New
Mexico Musician. Mail to Rollie Heltman, sec-treas., Los Alamos Public Schools, Los Alamos.
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In reading chart do not count thumb
as finger number one.

CONDENSED MINUTES — NMMTA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
June 26, 26, 1960
The Executive Board of the New Mexico Music Teachers Association met at the Cloudcroft Lodge in Cloudcroft, New Mexico June 25 and 26, 1960. The formal meeting was called
to order at 7:15 p.m. by NMMTA President Gillian Buchanan.
The President, with the approval of the board, had invited past-presidents, and also
the Secretary of Certification (now unofficially a member of the Executive Board), to be present
for the planning session.
There was a lengthy discussion of a student affiliate program for New Mexico, with much
reference to the successful program now carried on in Texas. Byrdis Danfelser had reported
previously to the formal meeting of the Board of her recent visit to the Texas Music Teachers
Association Convention, giving much emphasis to their student affiliate program.
Byrdis Danfelser, who was appointed chairman of the New Mexico Student Affiliate
project, was asked to work with Helen Cooper to draw up plans for future discussion on this
topic.
Helen Cooper was appointed to be in charge of the Student Affiliate Concert for the
1960 NMMTA Convention, drawing up the policies for selecting students, pieces to be played,
and other details.
Mrs. Cooper will also continue to be in charge of the Student Auditions, which is a
separate project to the Student Affiliate Program. There was discussion on the district auditions
as set up a the January Board meeting. Further investigation and discussion will be made on
the recording auditions which are used in Texas instead of tire state concert by the winners at
the State Convention.
Carl Jacobs, local chairman of he 1960 NMMTA Convention reported on the progress of
plans for the convention to be held in Las Cruces on the campus of NMSU November 19-21.
The University is to sponsor a guest concert by Desire Ligeti, bass-baritone and J. Wilgus
Eberly, pianist.
New phases to be initiated and emphasized at the convention will be voice, student
affiliates, exhibits by music publishers and New Mexico composers.
The registration fee for the 1960 convention was set at $3.50 with all in favor except
Dorothy Shoup, who abstained from voting.
Dorothy Shoup reported that there was $297.28 in the NMMTA account at the Otero
County State Bank on May 16, the date of the last bank statement. She also gave President
Buchanan a copy of the Federal Income Return of Organizations exempt from Income Tax,
due and mailed before May 15.
(To Page 17)

Around the Horn

(From Page 6)

The National School Ochestra A s
sociation (N S O A ) has announced that
it has initiated the N S O A O R C H E S T 
R A A W A R D which will be available to
high school orchestras throughout the
I country. The N S O A O R C H E S T R A
A W A R D will consist of a plaque, desk
pieces, certificate, and pin or button.
j In that the award will go to the out
standing senior orchestra member each
year, this honor will give added impetus
motivation, and prestige to the orches
tra program throughout the country.
The New M exico Highland U n i
versity Department of Music presented
M r. Joseph Bradshaw in a piano recital
Monday, August 8, in Ilfeld Auditor
ium. M r. Bradshaw’s recital included
works by Mattheson, Haydn, Chopin,
Liszt, Schubert, Debussy, deFalla and
MacDowell.
Edwin Gerschefski former head of
the U M N music department is the
featured composer in the forthcoming
issue of the American Composers A lli
ance Magazine. Donald M cR ae, profes
sor of musicology at LINM was com 
missioned to prepare the article on Gerschefski’s life, style, and complete listing
of his works. M r. Gerschefski is pres
ently head of the music department and
resident composer at the University of
of Georgia.

M EM ORIES
HERE IS WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR ! ! !
•

High Fidelity records made from your tape recordings

•

O ne price per record includes everything — No hidden charges

•

No deposit required. No C O D 's. Complete satisfaction required before we expect payment

•

Pure Vinyl records in your school colors, 22 minutes recording time per side

S P EC IA L N O TE: W e a re looking fo rw a rd to recording the A ll-S tate G ro u p s an d In d iv id u a l G ro ups perfo rm in g at the
Southw estern C o nference n ext Ja n u a r y .

P.O. BOX 308

SAUGUS, CALIFORNIA
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CHORAL DIVISION

CHARLES
DAVIS
Assoc. Editor
Choral Music

REPORT OF THE CHORAL
VICE PRESIDENT
The Junior High School choral clinician
for the October convention will be Lee
Kjelson. We are planning a junior high
school honor chorus of approximately 65
students to work with him. The numbers
he has selected for this clinic are:
David’s Lamentation — Billings -----...... Plymouth SATB, SC3
The Lord’s Prayer — Gates _________
Choir Pub. Co., SATB (Salt Lake
City, Utah
Bim Bam — Altman
_____ Mercury
(Theodore Presser) SATB (Singing
City Series)
You Can Dig My Grave — Hesch ---Bourne (Autosharp Series) SAB
If any directors desire to bring students
to sing in this chorus, please notify me of
your intentions and I will furnish you with
details details.
Choral auditions for All-State will be
held at the same time and place as the instumental auditions. The chairman of the vocal
audition team is Ronald Wynn, Highland
University. Required audition numbers are:
(1) Solo — Were You There? arr. Burleigh,
Ricordi, pub. in three keys (HML) A
flat, F> and E Flab ■cents each.
(2) Ensemble — There Is a Layde, Allan
Murray, Patterson-Carl Fischer, Pt.
1680, SATB, (used at All-State last
year).
Each student should prepare these num
bers in advance of auditions and sing them
from memory. Tape recorders will be used
for ensemble audition unless other arrange
ments are made by the audition center chair
man. Complete instructions will be mailed
after the October cnovention.
The Clinician for the 1961 New Mexico
All-State Chorus is Don Craig, Ithaca Col
lege, Ithaca, New York.
I am trying to complete my mailing list
of choral teachers in New Mexico. If there
|is a new teacher in your town, would you
notify me by post card please? If you are a
new director and want to be placed on my
mailing list do the same.
As you are aware, we particularly need
bovs to audition for All-State. There is no

limit on the number of boys you may
audition. If enough boys of decent quality
audition, we can maintain the chorus at
450 members. Otherwise it will be cut to
400 or less. I believe that the quality of last
year’s chorus showed us the worth of the
audition procedure. Your continued coopera
tion in keeping the auditions going will con
tribute once again to the success of the 1961
New Mexico All-State Chorus.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

GENE
FIELDS
Vice-President
Chorus

ALL-STATE CHORAL LIST FOR 1961
.... Plymouth No. SC-10
Honor and Glory — Bach arr. Ehret________________________
...... Kjos No. 7028
Response No. 3 (Ecce Vicimus) — Palestrina__________ __ ___
Cry Out and Shout — Nystedt _____________________________ Summy-Birchard No. 1574
Tuskegee No. 103
Ain’-a That Good News — arr. Dawson ____________________
Bourne No. ES 12
The Silver Swan — Gibbons-Greyson ______________________
Tiger, Tiger — Virgil Thomson ________________ __ ________ ____________ Ricordi No.
Plymouth No. DL-100
Hayride — Large _______________________________________
The Heavens Are Telling (The Creation) — Haydn-Phillips ... ________ Fischer CM 127

NMMTA MINUTES
(From Page 16)
Miss Shoup also gave a report from the Legal Status Committee summarizing their
activities since their visit with state government officials on the subject of the status of private
music teachers as reflected in the classification for the payment of the state school tax.
Possible courses of action for NMMTA in the future were mentioned. Although non
school teachers might work individually, or several might work as a group in New Mexico
to obtain identical occupational classification for music teachers teaching in or out of schools,
it was the consensus of opinion that NMMTA action would be more effective.
The Legal Status Committee was directed to continue its work, the next step being to
investigate (through Attorney Wesley Quinn of Clovis, if possible) the possible legal grounds
(on the basis of governmental licensing and tax discrimiation against some members of an
occupation group) for the court test of the 1939-40 Attorney General’s Opinion that non
school music teachers must purchase an occupation license and pay an occupation tax in
order to teach in New Mexico.
Geographical Distribution of the six districts of the Association was thoroughly discussed,
and revised and unanimously accepted as follows:
Northeast No. 1—Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Los Alamos, Chama, Raton, Clayton, etc.
Northeast No. 2—Portales, Clovis, Ft. Sumner, Santa Rosa, Tucumcari, Vaughn, etc.
Central—Albuquerque, Helen, Las Lunas, Socorro, Mountainair, Jemez Springs, etc.
Northwest—Gallup, Grants, Cuba, Farmington, Aztec, etc.
Southwest—Las Cruces, Deming, Lordsburg, T. or C., Silver City, Carrizzozo Alamo
gordo, etc.
Southeast—Roswell, Eunice, Tatum, Hobbs, Artesia, Carlsbad, etc.
Mrs. Ruth Jones, Clovis, was elected to fill the unexpired term of Arthur Lambert (District
NE II Vice-President), who has moved from the state.
According to a survey made by President Buchanan, there are only three active local
music teacher’s associations in the state, e.g., Albuquerque, Clovis, Portales. It was suggested
that charter be awarded at the State Convention to local associations if they attain 100%
membership in the state association and encouraging the organization of other local associa
tions.
Publicity and reporting news for the NMMTA section of the New Mexico Musician was
discussed. It was stated that Editor Stephenson must have cooperation in gathering the news.
If he has the news he will print it.
A letter from S. Turner Jones, MTNA Executive Secretary, regarding the group life in
surance plan (and its consequence of collecting dues on the national level) was read and dis
cussed. Board members felt that the closer touch with members when dues are collected on a
state level is of great value to the fledging New Mexico Music Teachers Association. Further
study of the national association’s proposal was decided upon.
A certification report was presented by Mrs. Cecilia Case, Secretary of Certification.
There was discussion of the Secretary’s duties, authority and responsibilities. Referral to the
minutes of the January 31, 1960 Board of Directors meeting clarified the position of the
Secretary of Certification, showing her to be in charge of certification, and responsible to the
Executive Board of NMMTA.
The Board passed a motion to allot the Secretary of Certification $10.00 for certification
supplies now and more to be allowed if and as needed. Mrs. Case was also authorized to
purchase an additional filing cabinet for the certification records, and to present the bill to
the Association Treasurer. Also discussed was the possibility of revision of certification fees
and an honorarium for the Secretary of Certification. It was decided to table these items until
such time as the volume of certification applications, etc., becomes heavier—next year, if
applications for renewal come in as anticipated.
The terms of the present members of the Certification Board were redefined as follows:
(To Page 18)
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New TOGETHER-WE-SING Series
Song-Texts and Records for the Elementary Grades,
and Junior High School

INTERLEAVED TEACHER’S EDITIONS FOR THE FIRST SIX BOOKS
TEACHER'S EDITIONS are interleaved with tinted pages, placing specific
teaching suggestions immediately opposite each song as it appears in the
child's book. TEACHER'S EDITIONS also contain general information on the
philosophy and organization of the series, the objectives of each book, and
a wealth of musical information. Lie-flat plastic bindings.
books in the series

MUSIC
MUSIC
MUSIC
MUSIC

ROUND THE CLOCK
ROUND THE TOWN
THROUGH THE YEAR
ACROSS OUR COUNTRY

VOICES OF AMERICA
VOICES OF THE WORLD
MUSIC SOUNDS AFAR
PROUDLY WE SING

GEORGE A. HINES, 504 Crescent Drive, Loveland 5, Colorado

FOLLETT

PUBLISHING

NMMTA MINUTES MINUTES
(From Page 17)
Cecilia Case, 6 years; Helen Cooper, 4 years; Jack Stephenson, 2 year.
There was a discussion of credit to be allowed for workshops, etc., the point at issue being
that some present requests for credits amount to more than the one hour maximum per week
standard set by NMMTA. It was decided that credits already allowed would stand, but that in
the future every effort would be made to adhere to the standards set. The Secretary of
NMMTA was directed to send a copy of the adopted standards of credits to the Secretary of
Certification (Mrs. Case), and also copy and send to Mrs. Case all items from the past minutes
of the NMMTA Board meetings and convention which are applicable to certification.
Prof. Jacobs pointed out that it should be made clear to all members that the Certification
Board is to pass on all workshop syllabuses before the workships take place, to determine
how much (if any) credit will be allowed toward certfication or renewal. A letter to members
would contain the NMMTA standards, and also the fact that all workshops must be approved
in advance by the Board of Certification. Prof. Jacobs also brought out the fact that the State
Board of Education, and colleges, will not accept credits from any source except accredited
colleges.
Revision of the Certification Handbook is also to be undertaken by the Certification
Board. President Buchanan suggested that a supplement of the up-to-date changes be printed
and distributed to each association member ana also insert in certification pamphlets which
are for future distribution by the Certification Secretary.
President Buchanan presented the idea of using presently less active but capable NMMTA
members in committees (one committee in a town, county or district) to study and report on
subjects of interest to the NMMTA as a whole.
She also reported that NMMTA was one of the five states to increase its membership
this past year.
The NMMTA Board of Directors went on record as endorsing, but not sponsoring,
university workshops underwritten by Music Dealers.
The Board decided to meet the weekend of August 28 in Albuquerque.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:45 p.m. on June 26th.
Dorothy H. Shoup
Secretary, Pro-tem
REGISTER FOR NMMTA AND MTNA
Name ____________ _____________________________________________ __ _______________
Home Address _____ ______________________________ __ _____________________________
Teaching Position ________________________________________________________________
Fee: $6.00. Membership for NMMTA and MTNA. Includes American Music Teacher and
New Mexico Musician. Mail to treasurer, Dorothy Shoup, 623 Sixteenth St., Alamogordo.
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COMPANY
W O O D W I N D HANDBOOK
James Thornton, University of
New M exico Woodwind Ins;ructor is
the author of a new “ Woodwind H an d
book” which is available through the
Associated Students Bookstore.
The
book is a concise but comprehensive
coverage of the five woodwinds and is
planned for the woodwind stident for
the early years of teaching and as a
reference for the experienced instru
mental teacher.
The handbook covers he basic
fundamentals of woodwind phying and
includes fingering and thril charts,
reference lists, short lists of solo and
ensemble material, recordiigs, reed
making data, and ample alternate and
special fingerings. While the book was
written primarily for a text in wood
winds for the University, the informa
tion included will be useful for the in
strumental teacher. Step by step pro
cedures are outlined for the funda
mentals which can be used as a guide
for the beginning woodwind student
and as a check list for the youngster
already playing.
Ample examples are given, and the
book has been multilithed for consis
tently good printing and is bound with
a heavy cover and plastic spiral bind
ing for use on the music stand. The
Associated Students Books ore will
mail the handbook anywhere and bill
the interested party for convenient]
handling.

iLEMENTARY MUSIC DIVISION . . .
AUGUSTA

PIANO AND SCHOOL MUSIC
By
Dr. John M . Batcheller
As a music educator at the U niersity of New M exico I have often
een asked by the private teacher of
iano how the instruction they are givrg ties in with what the music teachers
1 public schools are doing. H ow good
; is for us to know o f this interest and
wareness and how good it is to be
ble to say that the endeavors of these
rivate teachers to tie in and contribute
3 the program of music education in
lie public schools in many positive

fays.
One of the primary aims of the
lusic educator is to assist in the develpment of a healthy child through his
ssociations with music. This developlent is greatly enhanced when the
hild becomes more literate in the art
f music, and in order to bring about
more desirable state of musical litercy, the child should become familiar
,s possible with the things of which
nusic is made, namely; notation.
I can think of no better way to
cquaint a boy or girl with the hieroJyphics of music than through their
tudies with a private teacher on an
instrument such as the piano. Here,
hey will discover note values, melodic
[irection, and dynamics in a truly funcional manner which is bound to in:rease their sensitivities toward the
nusical experiences they meet in the
lassroom. W h at a boon to the school
nusic teacher to have these children
vho are already aware of such things in
ler classroom. Not only does their own
nusical growth have a better chance to
levelop, but their very presence among
>ther children would prove to be an
isset in motivation.
It might be well to point out at
his time that the contributions of the
private teacher to the school music
jrogram in no way end with merely
.xposing boys and girls to the mysteries
)f notation. T o be sure, this endeavor
n itself is an extremely beneficial one

but we must also acknowledge those
other facets of music which these studio
experiences nuture.
O ften, a child
comes to know much about musical
styles as he studies th works of various
composers. He is constantly made aware
of certain harmonic combinations as he
plays his scales, arpeggios, and inver
sions. All of these studio experiences
add up to a richer musical personality
for the child and this personality will
be more receptive to the musical activi
ties he will encounter in his own class
room. Certainly the various musical
tastes a student acquires from his study
with a private teacher will assist and
enrich his when he participates in a
school rhythm band, and his awareness
of phrases and accents will allow him
to bring a more sophisticated temperment to his endeavors with creative
activities in the classroom.

SPRATT
V- Pres.
Elementary

TENTATIVE CALENDAR

1960-1961

Oet. 10 Southwestern District Vocal Clinic
Las Cruces High School and New
Mexico State University
Oscar Butler and Lewis Spencer,
chairmen
Oct. 26 NMMEA Board Meteting
Board of Education Building, Albu
querque
Oct. 27- NMMEA Section Meeting
28 Highland High School, Albuquer
que
Kenneth Bender, in charge
Oct 30. State auditions for NMMTA State
Convention
O f course, it must be said that the
Albuquerque
musical experience offered a child from
Nov. 19-21 NMMTA State Convention
New Mexico State University, Las
a well developed program of music
Cruces
education in the public schools would
Gillian Buchanan, President, in
necessarily have a strong positive ef
charge
fect upon this student as he progresses
Dec. 2 All-State Tryouts
in his studies with a private teacher. It
Las Cruces
would seem from this discussion that
Randall and Spencer, chairmen
one could draw the obvious conclusion
Dec. 3. All-State Tryouts
without rebuttal that one hand, so to
Artesia
speak, is forever helping the other. I
Dec. 8 All-State Tryouts
Albuquerque (University of New
cannot stress strongly enough how
Mexico Music Building)
desirable it is when the private teacher
LaPine, chairman
and the school music teacher are in
Dec. 9 All-State Tryouts
complete accord and understanding
Farmington, Turano, chairman
with the purposes toward each is work
Las Vegas, Haines, chairman
ing. Junior and senior high school
Dec. 10 All-State Tryouts
pupils who are studying private piano
Los Alamos
can not only furnish needed assistance
Pinkerton, Cooley, chairmen
Jan. 27-30 Annual NMMEA Meeting in
with the singing program in the public
conjunction with Southwestern
schools through their abilities to accom
Division Meeting
pany these singing groups, but also gain
Jan. 28-30 All-State Music Clinic
valuable personal experience that could
Feb. 24-25 Annual UNM String Clinic, Jack
easily become their reason for being,
R. Stephenson in charge
musically speaking, in years to come.
Feb. 24-25 State meeting of ASTA, Univer
I am delighted to report that several
sity of New Mexico, Wm. Cramer
private piano teachers in my acquain
in charge
tance are constantly helping a num
Mar.
Central District Music Festival,
Belen High School, Melvin Barto
ber of students in the preparation of
in charge
piano accompaniments to be used in
Mar. 17-18 Southwestern District Music
conjunction with the music education
Festival, Alamogordo High School,
program in local schools.
Robert Bouma in charge
In conclusion 1 would like to ex- ; April Northwest District Music Festival,
Bloomfield, Preston Bushman in
press thanks in behalf of all music edu
charge
cators to those private teachers, who |
April 15 North Central District Solo and
are certainly themselves music educa
Ensemble Festival, Santa Fe, War
tors in every sense of the word, for the
ren Brineger in charge
helpful work in which they are engaged,
April 21-22 Northeast District Festival,
and to enlist the curiosity of others to
Elmer Henry in charge
become familiar with what the local
April 22 North Central District Band, Or
schools are attempting to do in music
chestra and Choral Festival, Los
Alamos, Ron Lipka, in charge
for boys and girls.
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See Our New Complete Line of Gibson Guitars
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MUSIC EDUCATORS: You are invited to attend our Open
House during Teachers Convention. Meet our
new Music Education Consultant, Bill Carlander and visit our New Materials Center.
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For BA N D S, O R C H ES TR A , CH O RU S

CUSTOM-BUILT to fit your group . . .
the size o f yo u r stag e an d re h e a rsa l room , converts q u ic k ly to p o rtab le sta g e . Set up fa s t, take do w n q u ick ly ond store
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